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Packs

The great-sounding, cool-looking and eminently affordable Squier® instrument/amp packs are perfect for the budding guitarist 
or bassist in your house, giving aspiring young players everything they need to get started all in one convenient package.

This is the leader of the Squier® packs–our top all-in-one set gives you a huge-
sounding, sleek-looking and humbucking pickup-equipped Affinity Series™ Strat® 
HSS guitar, a compact and amazingly versatile Fender® G-DEC® Junior amp to 
plug it into and all the accessories you need, including an instructional DVD, gig 
bag, cable, strap and picks. 

Squier Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS is available in Brown Sunburst and Candy 
Apple Red, and features a scorching humbucking bridge pickup, sparkling 
single-coil neck and middle pickups on a classic three-ply black/white/black 
pickguard, rock-solid bolt-on maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, skirted 
black control knobs and a sharp new gold-and-black Squier headstock logo. The 
acclaimed 15-watt G-DEC Junior amp features 16 amp types, 15 effects presets, 
15 drum/bass/accompaniment loops (with patterns in rock, blues, jazz, metal, 
country, Latin, hip-hop and other styles), 8” Special Design speaker, metronome, 
key selector and adjustable tempo controls, separate volume controls for guitar 
and backing loops, built-in E-tuner, easy MIDI computer connectivity, auxiliary 
input and headphone jack.   

You get guitar, amp, accessories and instruction all at once, and more than ever 
it’s everything you need to Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301622009 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS 
with G-DEC® Junior Amp, Candy Apple Red, 120V

$599.99

0301622032 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS 
with G-DEC® Junior Amp, Brown Sunburst, 120V

$599.99

Brown Sunburst

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS with G-DEC® Junior Amp

09 32

There’s no easier and more affordable way to get started on electric guitar than 
this value-filled Squier® set. Opening this box opens a whole new musical future 
for you, with a great-sounding, cool-looking and easy-playing  Affinity Series™ 
Strat® guitar, a compact 10-watt Fender® Frontman® 10G amp to plug it into and 
all the accessories you need, including an electronic tuner, instructional DVD, gig 
bag, cable, strap and picks.

 Squier Affinity Series™ Strat® is available in Black and Brown Sunburst, and 
features three singing, sparkling single-coil pickups on a classic single-ply white 
pickguard, rock-solid bolt-on maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, skirted 
white control knobs and a sharp new gold-and-black Squier headstock logo. 
Fender Frontman 10G amp features custom-voiced built-in overdrive for natural 
grit and adjustable gain control that rocks guitar tones from tube-emulated 
overdrive to full-strength ultra-saturated distortion (perfect for blues, metal and 
the famous Fender clean tone), along with volume, treble and bass controls, 6” 
Special Design speaker, closed-back design for heavier bass response, auxiliary 
input and headphone jack, and classic black panel/skirted knob/silver grille cloth 
looks.

You get guitar, amp, accessories and instruction all at once, and more than ever 
it’s everything you need to Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ 

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301612006 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® with 
Fender® Frontman® 10G Amp, Black, 120V

$349.99

0301612032 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® with 
Fender® Frontman® 10G Amp, Brown Sunburst, 120V

$349.99

Black

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® with Fender® Frontman® 10G Amp

06 32
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There’s no easier and better way to get started on electric guitar than this value-
filled Squier® set. Opening this box opens a whole new musical future for you, 
with a huge-sounding, sleek-looking and humbucking pickup-equipped Affinity 
Series™ Strat® HSS guitar, a punchy 15-watt Fender Frontman® 15G amp to plug it 
into and all the accessories you need, including an electronic tuner, instructional 
DVD, gig bag, cable, strap and picks.

 Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS is available in Brown Sunburst and Candy Apple Red, 
and features a scorching humbucking bridge pickup, sparkling single-coil neck 
and middle pickups on a classic three-ply black/white/black pickguard, rock-
solid bolt-on maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, skirted black control knobs 
and a sharp new gold-and-black Squier headstock logo. Fender Frontman 15G 
amp features dual channels (“normal” and “drive”), adjustable gain control that 
rocks guitar tones from tube-emulated overdrive to full-strength ultra-saturated 
distortion (perfect for blues, metal and the famous Fender clean tone), along with 
volume, treble and bass controls, 8” Special Design speaker, closed-back design 
for heavier bass response, auxiliary input and headphone jack, and classic black 
panel/skirted knob/silver grille cloth looks.

You get guitar, amp, accessories and instruction all at once, and more than ever 
it’s everything you need to Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ 

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301614009 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS 
with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp, Candy Apple Red, 120V

$449.99

0301614032 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS 
with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp, Brown Sunburst, 120V

$449.99

Candy Apple Red

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp

09 32

Squier® is delighted to introduce its very first Telecaster® pack, which puts the 
time-honored tone, look and vibe of the world’s first great solid-body electric 
guitar in a value-filled pack that also includes a punchy 15-watt Fender® 
Frontman® 15G amp to plug it into and all the accessories you need, including an 
electronic tuner, instructional DVD, gig bag, cable, strap and picks.

Affinity Series™ Telecaster® is available in Butterscotch Blonde with single-
ply black pickguard and Brown Sunburst with a three-ply black/white/black 
pickguard, and features two singing single-coil pickups, rock-solid bolt-on maple 
neck and a sharp new gold-and-black Squier headstock logo. Fender Frontman 
15G amp features dual channels (“normal” and “drive”), adjustable gain control 
that rocks guitar tones from tube-emulated overdrive to full-strength ultra-
saturated distortion (perfect for blues, metal and the famous Fender clean tone), 
along with volume, treble and bass controls, 8” Special Design speaker, closed-
back design for heavier bass response, auxiliary input and headphone jack, and 
classic black panel/skirted knob/silver grille cloth looks.    

You get guitar, amp, accessories and instruction all at once, and more than ever 
it’s everything you need to Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ 

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301618032 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Tele® with 
Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp, Brown Sunburst, 120V

$449.99

0301618050 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Tele® with 
Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp, Butterscotch Blonde, 120V

$449.99

Butterscotch Blonde

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Tele® with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp

32 50
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This set features our tough, great-sounding and easy-playing Squier® Affinity 
Series™ Precision Bass®. Plug it right into the compact but punchy 15-watt 
Fender® Rumble™ 15 bass amp with auxiliary input and headphone jack. 
Accessories include stereo headphones, an instructional DVD, a guitar strap, 
electronic tuner, gig bag and guitar cable. A lot of boom for your buck, and 
everything you need to Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301670006 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with 
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Black, 120V

$499.99

0301670025 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with 
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Red, 120V

$499.99

0301670095 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with 
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Blue, 120V

$499.99

Metallic Blue

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with Rumble™ 15 Amp

06 25 95

This set features our sleek, great-sounding and easy-playing Squier® Affinity 
Series™ Jazz Bass®. Plug it right into the compact but punchy 15-watt Fender® 
Rumble™ 15 bass amp with auxiliary input and headphone jack. Accessories 
include stereo headphones, an instructional DVD, a guitar strap, electronic tuner, 
gig bag and guitar cable. A lot of boom for your buck, and everything you need 
to Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301675006 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with 
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Black, 120V

$499.99

0301675025 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with 
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Red, 120V

$499.99

0301675095 Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with 
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Blue, 120V

$499.99

Metallic Red

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with Rumble™ 15 Amp

06 95 25

Classic Vibe

Based on classic Fender® designs with a few modern touches of their own, Squier's award-winning Classic Vibe guitars and 
basses impart the vibe of classic Fender instruments with distinctive features that add up to great sound, vintage looks and 
unbeatable value.

2014 marks the diamond jubilee of the Stratocaster®, but you’ll strike pure gold 
when you get your hands on the Squier® 60th Anniversary Classic Vibe ’50s 
Stratocaster. The instrument celebrates six decades of the world’s greatest 
electric guitar with a truly gilded model featuring an Aztec Gold gloss finish and 
gold hardware.

Other features include a maple neck with a comfortable modern "C” profile, 
9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets, three custom 
vintage-style single-coil Stratocaster pickups with five-way switching, three-
ply parchment pickguard, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge with six 
saddles, and vintage-style tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303060578 Squier® 60th Anniversary Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s, Maple 
Fingerboard, Aztec Gold

$599.99

Aztec Gold

Squier® 60th Anniversary Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s  NEW!

78

The Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s provides unmistakable '50s-era Fender® 
vibe and tone. The alder body has a 2-Color Sunburst, Fiesta Red or Olympic 
White finish. The vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has a maple fingerboard with 21 
medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5" radius. That long-familiar tone comes 
from a custom set of alnico III single-coil pickups, clear and bright, with terrific 
sustain even in crunch mode. Custom staggered polepieces provide improved 
string-to-string balance.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303000503 Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color 
Sunburst

$579.99

0303000505 Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$579.99

0303000540 Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s, Maple Fingerboard, Fiesta Red $579.99

Olympic White

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s

03 05 40
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The Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50s provides unmistakable ’50s-era Fender® 
vibe and tone. The alder body has a 2-color Sunburst finish; the vintage-tint 
gloss-maple neck has a maple fingerboard with 21 medium-jumbo frets and a 
modern 9.5” radius. That long-familiar tone comes from a custom set of alnico 
III single-coil pickups-clear and bright, with terrific sustain even in crunch mode. 
Custom staggered polepieces provide improved string-to-string balance. This 
versatile guitar is now available in a left-handed model.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303009503 Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s Left-Handed, Maple Fingerboard, 
2-Color Sunburst

$599.99
2-Color Sunburst

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '50s Left-Handed

03

The rough-and-tumble Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '60s evokes that musically 
adventurous decade, with a few modern features added. The alder body has a 
3-Color Sunburst or Candy Apple Red finish; the '60s-era vintage-tint gloss-
maple neck has a rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium-jumbo frets and a 
modern 9.5" radius. The thick tone comes from the alnico V single-coil pickups-
-quick attack with a bit more midrange force and a knockout bridge pickup. 
Custom staggered polepieces provide improved string-to-string balance.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303010500 Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '60s, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$579.99

0303010509 Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '60s, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy 
Apple Red

$579.99

Candy Apple Red

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '60s

00 09

The rough-and-tumble Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '60s evokes that musically 
adventurous decade, with a few modern features added. The alder body has a 
3-Color Sunburst or Candy Apple Red finish; the '60s-era vintage-tint gloss-
maple neck has a rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium-jumbo frets and a 
modern 9.5" radius. The thick tone comes from the alnico V single-coil pickups-
-quick attack with a bit more midrange force and a knockout bridge pickup. 
Custom staggered polepieces provide improved string-to-string balance.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303019500 Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '60s Left-Handed, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst

$599.99
3-Color Sunburst

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® '60s Left-Handed

00

The Squier® Classic Vibe Telecaster® '50s puts classic "blackguard" Telecaster 
vibe into a gorgeous Vintage Blonde-finished pine-body guitar–you'll be hard-
pressed to tell whether or not you are holding a premium ash-body instrument. 
The vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has a maple fingerboard with 21 medium-
jumbo frets and a modern 9.5" radius. Distinctive Telecaster tone rings from the 
custom alnico III single-coil pickups, giving clear note separation even when 
distorted, strong midrange dynamic response and plenty of solo high-end bite.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303025507 Classic Vibe Telecaster® '50s, Maple Fingerboard, Vintage 
Blonde

$579.99

0303027550 Classic Vibe Telecaster® '50s, Maple Fingerboard, Butterscotch 
Blonde

$579.99

Vintage Blonde

Classic Vibe Telecaster® '50s

07 50

In the early years of Fender, the Telecaster® quickly became an everyman’s 
guitar because of its versatile sound, ease of playing and reasonable cost. The 
new Classic Vibe Telecaster ’50s in Butterscotch Blonde delivers on that original 
promise. Features include a gorgeous new Butterscotch Blonde finish on a pine 
body, and a vintage-tint gloss fast-action maple neck with 21 medium-jumbo 
frets and modern 9.5” fingerboard radius. This versatile guitar is now available in 
a left-handed model.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303029550 Classic Vibe Telecaster® '50s Left-Handed, Maple Fingerboard, 
Butterscotch Blonde

$599.99
Butterscotch Blonde

Classic Vibe Telecaster® '50s Left-Handed

50
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This beautiful 3-Color Sunburst over Alder model features a double bound body 
and mint green pickguard. The vintage tint gloss maple neck with rosewood 
fingerboard has 21 medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5" radius -- other 
features include vintage style tuners and a 3-saddle bridge with threaded 
saddles.  A custom set of alnico V single-coil pickups provides warmth and clarity 
and enough punch for country, blues, rock and jazz.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303030500 Classic Vibe Telecaster® Custom, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$599.993-Color Sunburst

Classic Vibe Telecaster® Custom

00

This semi-hollow Telecaster® Thinline design is showcased on a rich natural-
finish mahogany body with f-hole and attractive white pearloid pickguard. The 
gloss maple neck has 21 medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5” radius; other 
features include vintage-style tuners, three-saddle bridge and set of custom 
alnico V single-coil pickups.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303035521 Classic Vibe Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard, Natural $599.99

Natural

Classic Vibe Telecaster® Thinline

21

Artist Models

Artists inspire new generations of players. Always have and always will. The Squier® Artist Series extends from great signature-
model instruments in North America far afield to distinctive international artist signature models in Europe and Asia, inspiring 
players worldwide.

Chart-topping Avril Lavigne’s lean, mean signature Squier® Telecaster® is now 
joined by a new model with several striking touches, including a three-ply 
pickguard (black-white-black), knurled black flat-top volume control knob, a 
black headstock with die-cast tuners and a distinctive 12th-fret skull-and-
crossbones logo.

Other features include a basswood body, C-shaped maple neck with signed 
black headstock and side dot inlays, 9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 22 
medium jumbo frets, single humbucking bridge pickup, three-way pickup coil 
switch with “barrel” tip, Squier-engraved neck plate, six-saddle string-through-
body bridge and black hardware. Available in Black.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301010506 Avril Lavigne Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Checkerboard 
Pickguard, Black

$479.99

0301012506 Avril Lavigne Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Skull Inlay, 
Black

$479.99

Black

Avril Lavigne Telecaster®

06

John 5 is a self-described “Fender fanatic” with a jaw-dropping collection of his 
favorite instrument, the Telecaster® (“the greatest guitars ever built, by far,” in his 
words). His Squier signature model, the J5 Telecaster, is a double-bound beauty 
based on his oft-modded workhorse Telecaster.

Features include 5’s distinctive black-and-chrome look, a double-bound alder 
body with a gloss black polyester finish, a polished stainless steel pickguard 
and chrome hardware. The one-piece maple neck has a “modern C” profile, a 
matching black Telecaster headstock and a 12”-radius rosewood fingerboard 
with 22 medium jumbo frets. The custom-designed humbucking pickups use a 
special dual-volume setup with the bridge pickup control in the front position 
and the neck pickup control in the back position (5 prefers this setup because 
he spends much time giving the bridge pickup a workout). Rapidly toggling 
the upper-bout three-way pickup switch gives you 5’s signature “kill” effect by 
turning off the neck pickup volume and leaving the bridge control full up.

Now also available in an all-gold model with Frost Gold finish, matching gold 
headstock, gold hardware and single-ply “gold mirror” plastic pickguard.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301005506 J5 Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $599.99
0301005579 NEW! J5 Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Frost Gold $599.99

Frost Gold

J5 Telecaster®  NEW COLOR!

06 79
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Squier® and guitarist Joe Trohman (the Damned Things/Fall Out Boy) have 
teamed up to create an unusual new take on the venerable early-’70s Fender® 
Telecaster Deluxe. The Joe Trohman Telecaster guitar is a triple-pickup beauty 
that rocks a ton of tones with easy switching features. Like all Squier guitars, it 
delivers value that’s as huge as its sound.

Features include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck, large 1968-style 
Stratocaster® headstock with Trohman’s signature on the back, rosewood 
fingerboard with 12” radius and 22 jumbo frets, two open-coil humbucking 
pickups (neck and bridge), single-coil Stratocaster middle pickup, five-position 
rotary pickup selector switch, upper bout kill switch, three-ply black-white-black 
pickguard, skirted black/chrome amp control knobs, vintage-style six-saddle 
strings-through-body hardtail bridge, chrome hardware, die-cast tuners and 
Two-color Sunburst finish.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301015503 Joe Trohman Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 2-Color 
Sunburst

$599.99

2-Color Sunburst

Joe Trohman Telecaster®

03

Squier® honors alt-rock godfather and Dinosaur Jr. leader J Mascis with a 
striking new Jazzmaster® guitar model that delivers as much massive sound and 
performance as its namesake. The pickups, hardware and finish are all specified 
by Mascis himself for tremendous tone and value.

The J Mascis Jazzmaster® features a basswood body, C-shaped maple neck, 
rosewood fingerboard with 9.5” radius and 21 jumbo frets, two single-coil 
Jazzmaster pickups with three-position switching and dual tone circuits, gold 
anodized aluminum pickguard, aged white plastic parts (knobs, switch tip, pickup 
covers), Adjusto-Matic™ bridge with vintage-style floating tremolo tailpiece, 
vintage-style tuners, chrome hardware, Vintage White finish and J Mascis 
signature on the back of the large ’60s-style headstock.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301060541 J Mascis Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Vintage White $599.99

Vintage White

J Mascis Jazzmaster®

41

The Simon Neil Stratocaster® puts Simon's own personal touch on a Squier® 
Classic Vibe series instrument.  Based on his Fender® Custom Shop Time 
Machine™ '60s Stratocaster® guitar, features include an alder body finished in 
Fiesta Red, vintage-tint gloss maple neck, Simon's signature on the back of the 
headstock as well as the Biffy Clyro band logo on the front, 3-ply mint green 
pickguard, three custom vintage-style single-coil pickups utilizing a mix of alnico 
III & V magnets - perfect for rhythm parts and rich, clear leads - vintage-style 
tuning machines and tremolo, and aged plastic parts.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301028540 Simon Neil Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta Red $579.99

Fiesta Red

Simon Neil Stratocaster®

40

Squier® brings you a brand-nu signature model in the crushing form of the Squier 
Jim Root Telecaster®. Designed in cooperation with the acclaimed Slipknot/
Stone Sour guitarist, it boasts several foreboding features, most notably a satin-
matte finish in black or white, starkly simple single-knob/single switch control 
layout, black die-cast tuners and other black hardware, and two pulverizing 
passive humbucking pickups with black covers.

Other features include a mahogany body, modern C-shaped maple neck 
with satin matte finish, 12”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 22 jumbo frets 
and parchment dot inlays, three-way pickup switch with black tip, single-ply 
pickguard (black on white body; white on black body), black numbered volume 
knob, and strings-through-body six-saddle hard-tail bridge. 

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301020506 Jim Root Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Flat Black $599.99
0301020580 Jim Root Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Flat White $599.99

Flat Black

Jim Root Telecaster®

06 80
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Vintage Modified

Players have done it for years. Whether installing hotter pickups, different pickguards or just plain personalizing their 
instruments with distinctive paint jobs, modified means adding new twists to familiar designs. The Squier® Vintage Modified 
series excels at just that, imparting hot-output chop-shop sound, feel and value to traditional instrument designs.

With great sound, great feel and great value, the Squier® Vintage Modified 
Stratocaster® returns with all-new features including a vintage-tint gloss neck, 
’70s-style large headstock, classic triple-single-coil tone and a striking new 
Vintage Blonde finish option in addition to timelessly cool Black and 3-color 
Sunburst.

Other features include a basswood body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood 
fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, three Duncan 
Designed SC-101 single-coil pickups with aged white covers, five-way pickup 
switch with white tip, three-ply pickguard (white-black-white), white numbered 
volume and tone control knobs, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge with 
vintage-style tremolo arm, vintage-style chrome tuners, chrome hardware and 
engraved neck plate.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301205500 Vintage Modified Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$399.99

0301205506 Vintage Modified Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $399.99
0301205507 Vintage Modified Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Vintage 

Blonde
$399.99

3-Color Sunburst

Vintage Modified Stratocaster®

00 06 07

With great sound, great feel and great value, the Squier® Vintage Modified 
Stratocaster HSS comes roaring back with all-new features including a vintage-
tint gloss neck, ’70s-style large headstock, powerful humbucking bridge-pickup 
tone and a striking new Charcoal Frost Metallic finish option in addition to 
timelessly cool Black and 3-color Sunburst.

Other features include a basswood body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood 
fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, Duncan 
Designed HB-102 humbucking bridge pickup and SC-101 single-coil neck and 
middle pickups, five-way pickup switch with white tip, three-ply pickguard 
(white-black-white), white numbered volume and tone control knobs, vintage-
style synchronized tremolo bridge with vintage-style tremolo arm, vintage-style 
chrome tuners, chrome hardware and engraved neck plate.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301215500 Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$399.99

0301215506 Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Black

$399.99

0301215569 Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Charcoal Frost Metallic

$399.99

Charcoal Frost Metallic

Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS

00 06 69

The Vintage Modified ’70s Stratocaster® delivers the distinctive look of 1970s 
workhorse Fender guitars, with an all-Black maple-fingerboard model and a 
Vintage White rosewood-fingerboard model. Both feature a large headstock, 
vintage-tint gloss neck and black plastic parts typical of that era.

Other features include a basswood body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius fingerboard 
with 21 medium jumbo frets and black dot (Black model) or parchment (Vintage 
white model) inlays, three Duncan Designed SC-101 single-coil pickups with 
black covers, five-way pickup switch with black tip, three-ply pickguard (white-
black-white or black-white-black), black numbered volume and tone control 
knobs, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge with vintage-style tremolo 
arm, vintage-style chrome tuners, chrome hardware and engraved neck plate.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301226541 Vintage Modified '70s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Vintage White

$399.99

0301227506 Vintage Modified '70s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black $399.99

Vintage White

Vintage Modified '70s Stratocaster®

41 06
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Crest the perfect wave of Squier® sound, feel and value with the all-new Vintage 
Modified Surf Stratocaster®, which features highly distinctive tube-style pickups 
and classically colorful Surf Green, Sonic Blue and Candy Apple Red finishes that 
evoke the sand, sun and fun vibe of Fender’s early-’60s golden age. 

Features include a basswood body, maple neck with vintage-tint gloss finish, 
9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and parchment 
dot inlays, three Duncan Designed LS-102 for Strat single-coil pickups, five-way 
pickup switch with white tip, white pearloid pickguard, white numbered volume 
and tone control knobs, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge with vintage-
style tremolo arm, vintage-style chrome tuners, chrome hardware and engraved 
neck plate.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301220509 Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Candy Apple Red

$499.99

0301220557 Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Surf Green

$499.99

0301220572 Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Sonic Blue

$499.99

Candy Apple Red

Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®

09 57 72

The Squier® '51 returns in a hot new Vintage Modified model that delivers all 
the great style and features of the original value-priced screamer of the mid 
2000s. All the ’51s enormous tonal versatility is back, with a powerful SH pickup 
configuration, rotary pickup selector, push-pull coil tap and more.

Features include a basswood body, satin-finish maple neck with "C"-shaped 
profile, 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets, single-coil 
Stratocaster neck pickup and hot humbucking bridge pickup, knurled "chrome 
dome" master volume control knob that also functions as a push-pull bridge 
pickup coil-selector switch (full humbucking or inner coil only for single-coil 
bridge pickup tone), knurled "chrome dome" three-position rotary pickup 
selector switch (in place of a tone control knob), single-ply white pickguard 
(black pickguard on Vintage Blonde model) and six-saddle hard-tail bridge. 
Available in 2-Color Sunburst, Candy Apple Red and Vintage Blonde.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0305100503 Vinatge Modified Squier® '51, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color 
Sunburst

$279.99

0305100507 Vinatge Modified Squier® '51, Maple Fingerboard, Vintage Blonde $279.99
0305100509 Vinatge Modified Squier® '51, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple 

Red
$279.99

2-Color Sunburst

Vinatge Modified Squier® '51  NEW!

03 07 09

The all-new Vintage Modified Telecaster® Special puts a special spin on the 
model with truly modded and hot-rodded features including a full-sounding 
Jazzmaster neck pickup and a vintage-tint maple Jazzmaster neck. 

Features include a basswood body, maple fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo 
frets and black dot inlays, Duncan Designed TE-101B single-coil bridge pickup 
and Duncan Designed JM-101N single-coil Jazzmaster neck pickup with alnico 
5 magnets, three-way pickup switch with black barrel-style tip, single-ply black 
pickguard, knurled chrome flat-top control knobs, vintage-style strings-through-
body bridge with three brass barrel saddles, vintage-style chrome tuners, 
chrome hardware and engraved neck plate. Available in White Blonde and 
Butterscotch Blonde.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301250501 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Special, Maple Fingerboard, White 
Blonde

$499.99

0301250550 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Special, Maple Fingerboard, 
Butterscotch Blonde

$499.99

Butterscotch Blonde

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Special

01 50

For the first time ever, Squier® introduces a Vintage Modified Telecaster 
Deluxe guitar armed with all-new Fender-designed Wide Range humbucking 
pickups. An acclaimed and time-honored Fender innovation, the Wide Range 
humbucking pickup delivers incredibly full tone and lends even more vintage-
style authenticity to this new model.

Other great features include a “C”-shaped maple neck with vintage-tint gloss 
finish, 12”-radius maple fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and black dot 
position inlays, three-way toggle pickup switching, four black skirted amp knobs 
(two volume, two tone), strings-through-body bridge with six stamped saddles, 
and vintage-style chrome tuners. Available in Black and Olympic White.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301265505 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard, 
Olympic White

$499.99

0301265506 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard, Black $499.99

Olympic White

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Deluxe

05 06
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For the first time ever, Squier® introduces a Vintage Modified Telecaster® 
Custom guitar with an all-new Fender-designed Wide Range humbucking pickup 
in the neck position for incredibly full tone. The Wide Range humbucking pickup 
is an acclaimed and time-honored Fender innovation, complemented here by a 
sharp, clear Duncan Designed TE-101B single-coil bridge pickup.

Other great features include a “C”-shaped maple neck with vintage-tint gloss 
finish, 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and black 
dot position inlays, three-way toggle pickup switching, four black skirted amp 
knobs (two volume, two tone), strings-through-body bridge with three chrome 
barrel saddles, and vintage-style chrome tuners. Available in Black and 3-color 
Sunburst.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301260500 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Custom, Maple Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$499.99

0301260506 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Custom, Maple Fingerboard, Black $499.99

3-Color Sunburst

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Custom

00 06

The Squier® Vintage Modified Cabronita Telecaster® rocks a welcome shot of 
high-powered Cabronita attitude in an already-cool Vintage Modified Telecaster. 
Two full-voiced and stylish Fideli’Tron™ humbucking pickups more than get the 
job done, with three-way toggle pickup switching and a single knurled-chrome 
master volume knob for a distinctive look. Other features include a maple neck 
with “modern C” profile, comfortable 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 22 
medium jumbo frets, single-ply white pickguard, string-through-body bridge with 
six stamped saddles, and vintage-style tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301270506 Vintage Modified Cabronita Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 
Black

$499.99

Black

Vintage Modified Cabronita Telecaster®

06

The Squier® Vintage Modified Cabronita Telecaster® rocks a welcome shot of 
high-powered Cabronita attitude in an already-cool Vintage Modified Telecaster. 
Two full-voiced and stylish Fideli’Tron™ humbucking pickups more than get the 
job done, with three-way toggle pickup switching and a single knurled-chrome 
master volume knob for a distinctive look. Other features include a maple neck 
with “modern C” profile, comfortable 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 22 
medium jumbo frets, single-ply white pickguard, string-through-body bridge with 
six stamped saddles, and vintage-style tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301275506 Vintage Modified Cabronita Telecaster® with Bigsby®, Maple 
Fingerboard, Black

$599.99

Black

Vintage Modified Cabronita Telecaster® with Bigsby®

06

An authentically styled Jaguar® now joins the Vintage Modified family, with 
present-day touches including sharp, clear Duncan Designed pickups and a 
modern fingerboard radius. Squier’s new Vintage Modified Jaguar rocks the 
model’s distinctive hallmarks, too - such as the 24” scale, dual-circuit switching 
and controls, floating-vibrato bridge and classically colorful Surf Green, Candy 
Apple Red, Olympic White and 3-color Sunburst finishes.

Features include a maple neck with vintage-tint gloss finish, 9.5”-radius 
rosewood fingerboard with 22 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, 
tortoiseshell 3-Color Sunburst and Olympic White models) and white-black-
white pickguards (Candy Apple Red and Surf Green models), Jaguar single-coil 
pickups, circuit selector and tone circuit switches, pickup on/off switches, skirted 
black control knobs (lead circuit) and black disc knobs (rhythm circuit), vintage-
style bridge and non-locking floating vibrato with vintage-style tremolo arm, 
vintage-style chrome tuners and chrome hardware.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0302000500 Vintage Modified Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$499.99

0302000505 Vintage Modified Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$499.99

0302000509 Vintage Modified Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple 
Red

$499.99

0302000557 Vintage Modified Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Surf Green $499.99

3-Color Sunburst

Vintage Modified Jaguar®

00 05 09 57
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An authentically styled Jazzmaster® now joins the Vintage Modified family, 
with present-day touches including full, clear Duncan Designed pickups and a 
modern fingerboard radius. Squier’s new Vintage Modified Jazzmaster has the 
model’s most distinctive hallmarks, too–such as the dual-circuit switching and 
controls, floating-vibrato bridge and classically colorful Sonic Blue, Candy Apple 
Red, Olympic White and 3-color Sunburst finishes.

Features include a maple neck with vintage-tint gloss finish, 9.5”-radius 
rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, 
tortoiseshell 3-Color Sunburst and Olympic White models) and white-black-white 
pickguards (Candy Apple Red and Sonic Blue models), Jazzmaster single-
coil pickups, circuit selector switch and pickup selector toggle switch, white 
Stratocaster-style control knobs (lead circuit) and black disc knobs (rhythm 
circuit), vintage-style bridge and non-locking floating vibrato with vintage-style 
tremolo arm, vintage-style chrome tuners and chrome hardware.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0302100500 Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$499.99

0302100505 Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$499.99

0302100509 Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy 
Apple Red

$499.99

0302100572 Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic 
Blue

$499.99

Sonic Blue

Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®

00 05 09 72

Squier® welcomes its first-ever Mustang® to the family in the sleekly diminutive 
form of the Vintage Modified Mustang. With its distinctive 24” scale, dual pickup 
switches and floating bridge with dynamic vibrato tailpiece, it’s a classic modded 
with present-day touches including full-sounding Duncan Designed pickups and 
a 9.5” fingerboard radius.

Features include a maple neck with vintage-tint gloss finish, rosewood 
fingerboard with 22 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, Mustang 
single-coil pickups with aged white (Vintage White and Sonic Blue models) and 
black (Fiesta Red model) covers, on/off-phase (in/out) slider switch for each 
pickup, master black skirted volume and tone knobs, tortoiseshell (Vintage 
White and Sonic Blue models) and white pearloid (Fiesta Red model) pickguards, 
floating bridge with dynamic vibrato tailpiece and vintage-style tremolo arm, and 
vintage-style white-tipped tuners

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0302200540 Vintage Modified Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta Red $499.99
0302200541 Vintage Modified Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Vintage 

White
$499.99

0302200572 Vintage Modified Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic Blue $499.99

Fiesta Red

Vintage Modified Mustang®

40 41 72

Shown: Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster® models on page 87
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Deluxe Models

The Squier® Deluxe series presents stylishly hot-rodded instrument models of classic Fender lineage-loaded with traditional 
vibe, but also tricked out with modern features, feel and value that place them squarely at the forefront of the Squier line.

Versatile and high-performance, the Deluxe Hot Rails Strat® has traditional 
Fender® vibe to spare, but under the hood you'll find modern hot-rod mods 
topped by three fearsome Duncan Designed HR-101 pickups (a single-coil-size 
version of high-output Seymour Duncan® Hot Rails humbucking pickups) for full 
sound and near-eternal sustain.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0300510505 Deluxe Hot Rails Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White $499.99
0300510506 Deluxe Hot Rails Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $499.99Black

Deluxe Hot Rails Strat®

05 06

Our Deluxe Stratocaster® is a true class act, with a smooth, satin-finished maple 
neck and classic single-coil tone from three Duncan Designed pickups. Other 
cool features include a parchment pickguard and aged plastic parts. Available in 
two elegant finishes, Daphne Blue and Pearl White Metallic.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0300500504 Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Daphne Blue $499.99
0300500523 Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Pearl White Metallic $499.99

Pearl White Metallic

Deluxe Stratocaster®

04 23

Affinity Series™

Affinity Series™ guitars and basses are time-honored Fender® models at eminently affordable prices. From Affinity Series 
Stratocaster® and Telecaster® guitars to Precision Bass®, Jazz Bass® and Bronco™ bass guitars, the very best in student-friendly 
Squier® value is right here.

Squier® Affinity Series™ guitars are the best value in electric guitar design. The 
Affinity Series Stratocaster® delivers solid sound and style, and new for 2013 are 
a two-color headstock logo, three-ply white/black/white pickguard, and eye-
catching Lake Placid Blue, Shell Pink, Burgundy Mist and Surf Green finishes. 
Other features include three single-coil pickups with five-way switching, smooth-
playing rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets, synchronous tremolo 
bridge and large '60s-style headstock.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310600502 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake 
Placid Blue

$279.99

0310600556 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Shell Pink $279.99
0310600557 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Surf Green $279.99
0310600566 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Burgundy 

Mist
$279.99

0310600506 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $279.99
0310600532 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown 

Sunburst
$279.99

0310602506 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black $279.99
0310603503 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color 

Sunburst
$279.99

Burgundy Mist

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®

02 56 57 66 32 06 03

Affinity Series™ guitars represent the best value in solid-body electric guitar 
design. The Affinity Series Stratocaster® Left-Handed features a bolt-on maple 
neck with a rosewood fingerboard, three single coil pickups and synchronous 
tremolo system.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310620532 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Left-Handed, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst

$279.99

Brown Sunburst

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Left-Handed

32
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Squier® Affinity Series™ guitars are the best value in electric guitar design. The 
Affinity Series Stratocaster HSS delivers solid sound and style, and new for 2013 
are a two-color headstock logo, single-ply "platinum sparkle" pickguard, and 
eye-catching Lake Placid Blue, Olympic White and Burgundy Mist finishes. Other 
features include single-coil neck and middle pickups, humbucking bridge pickup, 
five-way switching, smooth-playing rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo 
frets, synchronous tremolo bridge and large ’60s-style headstock.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310700502 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake 
Placid Blue

$279.99

0310700505 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Olympic White

$279.99

0310700566 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Burgundy Mist

$279.99

0310700564 Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Montego Black Metallic

$279.99

Lake Placid Blue

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS

02 05 66 64

Squier® Affinity Series™ guitars are the best value in electric guitar design. The 
Affinity Series Telecaster® is a solid Squier player, and new for 2013 are a two-
color headstock logo, three-ply white/black/white pickguard, and eye-catching 
Lake Placid Blue, Metallic Red, Brown Sunburst and Gun Metal Gray finishes. 
Other features include two single-coil pickups with three-way switching, smooth-
playing rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets, and six-saddle 
top-load bridge.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310200502 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid 
Blue

$279.99

0310200525 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Metallic Red $279.99
0310200532 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown 

Sunburst
$279.99

0310200569 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Gun Metal 
Gray

$279.99

0310202503 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst $279.99
0310202506 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black $279.99
0310202580 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic White $279.99
0310203550 Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Butterscotch 

Blonde
$279.99

Gun Metal Gray

Affinity Series™ Telecaster®

02 25 32 69 03 06 80 50

Our Affinity Series™ Tele® guitar features two single-coil pickups, three-way 
switching and truly classic Telecaster® style. This versatile guitar is now available 
in a left-handed model.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310223550 Affinity Series™ Telecaster® Left-Handed, Maple Fingerboard, 
Butterscotch Blonde

$279.99

Butterscotch Blonde

Affinity Series™ Telecaster® Left-Handed

50

The Mini is the 3/4-size version (22.75" scale length) of the Bullet® and makes 
an ideal travel guitar for players of all ages and a great first guitar for young 
beginners. Featuring three single-coil pickups and five-way switching. Now 
available in Pink.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310101506 Mini, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $179.99
0310101558 Mini, Rosewood Fingerboard, Torino Red $179.99
0310101570 Mini, Rosewood Fingerboard, Pink $179.99Black

Mini

06 58 70
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Bullet®

Simple, practical and eminently affordable-that's the Squier® Bullet® series. Designed for beginners and students, these are 
classic tremolo-equipped Squier Stratocaster® models that will make the perfect first guitar for the aspiring guitarist in your 
house.

Our Bullet® Strat® with tremolo is a simple, affordable and practical guitar 
designed for beginners and students. A perfect choice for a first guitar no matter 
who you are or what style of music you want to learn. Welcome to the Fender 
family!

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310001504 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard, Daphne Blue $199.99
0310001506 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $199.99
0310001532 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown 

Sunburst
$199.99

0310001540 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta Red $199.99
0310001570 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard, Pink $199.99
0310001580 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic White $199.99

Daphne Blue

Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo

04 06 32 40 70 80

Our Bullet® Strat® with tremolo is a simple, affordable and practical guitar 
designed for beginners and students. Classic styling that includes the added 
benefit of a one humbucking/two single-coil pickup configuration–other features 
include 5-way switching, synchronous tremolo, and a maple neck with rosewood 
fingerboard and 21 frets.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310005506 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $199.99
0310005532 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown 

Sunburst
$199.99

0310005580 Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic 
White

$199.99

Brown Sunburst

Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS

06 32 80

Standard

Squier® starts here—Standard series guitars that present the classics, pure and simple. The home of elegantly elemental 
Stratocaster® and Telecaster® models with superb Squier sound, look, performance and value.

The Squier® Standard Stratocaster® is a great playing guitar with a traditional 
vibe and modern feel. Player-friendly features like a 22-fret fingerboard and a 
slimmer neck make for easier playing and choke-free bends. Alnico single-coil 
pickups provide plenty of punch. Now available in three elegant new flame top 
colors.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0321670520 Standard Strat® FMT, Rosewood Fingerboard, Amber Sunburst $399.99
0321670538 Standard Strat® FMT, Rosewood Fingerboard, Crimson Red 

Transparent
$399.99

0321670539 Standard Strat® FMT, Rosewood Fingerboard, Ebony Transparent $399.99

Amber Sunburst

Standard Strat® FMT  NEW!

20 38 39

The Squier® Standard Stratocaster® is a great playing guitar with a traditional 
vibe and modern feel. Player-friendly features like a 22-fret fingerboard and a 
slimmer neck make for easier playing and choke-free bends. Alnico single-coil 
pickups provide plenty of punch.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0321600509 Standard Stratocaster®,  Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple 
Red

$379.99

0321600537 Standard Stratocaster®,  Rosewood Fingerboard, Antique Burst $379.99
0321602509 Standard Stratocaster®,  Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red $379.99
0321602537 Standard Stratocaster®,  Maple Fingerboard, Antique Burst $379.99
0321603530 Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Cherry Sunburst $379.99

Antique Burst

Standard Stratocaster®

09 37 09 37 30
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The Squier® Standard Stratocaster® Left-Handed model is a great playing guitar 
with a traditional vibe and modern feel. Player-friendly features like a 22-fret 
fingerboard and a slimmer neck make for easier playing and choke-free bends. 
Alnico single-coil pickups provide plenty of punch.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0321620537 Standard Stratocaster® Left-Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Antique Burst

$399.99

0321620565 Standard Stratocaster® Left-Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Black Metallic

$399.99Black Metallic

Standard Stratocaster® Left-Handed

37 65

The special-edition Squier® Black and Chrome Stratocaster® HSS guitar is 
edgy with classic appeal. Features include a gloss black finish with matching 
headstock, pickguard and hardware with that much sought-after chrome look, 
and a humbucking pickup in the bridge position. This guitar is an amazing value, 
and is designed and backed by Fender!

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0321703506 Black and Chrome Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Black

$379.99

Black

Black and Chrome Standard Stratocaster® HSS

06

The Standard Telecaster® guitar features a fast-action neck profile modeled on 
a late '60s Telecaster. A hot single-coil pickup in the bridge position provides 
all the bite you want for stinging leads. In the neck position, the Standard 
Telecaster's chrome-covered single-coil pickup helps you find your own voice.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0321200507 Standard Telecaster®,  Rosewood Fingerboard, Vintage Blonde $379.99
0321200537 Standard Telecaster®,  Rosewood Fingerboard, Antique Burst $379.99

Vintage Blonde

Standard Telecaster®

07 37
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Classic Vibe Basses

Based on classic Fender® designs with a few modern touches of their own, the award-winning Squier® Classic Vibe guitars and 
basses impart the vibe of classic Fender instruments with distinctive features that add up to great sound, vintage looks and 
unbeatable value.

The Classic Vibe Precision Bass® '60s delivers the true Precision Bass 
experience. Huge tone roars from its traditional split-single-coil pickup. The 
contoured basswood body, finished in Fiesta Red, is familiar and comfortable, 
and the vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has 20 vintage-style frets and a modern 
9.5" radius.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303070540 Classic Vibe Precision Bass® '60s, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta 
Red

$579.99

Fiesta Red

Classic Vibe Precision Bass® '60s

40

The Squier® Classic Vibe Jazz Bass® '60s has all of the "deluxe" elements its 
Fender® big brother had when it was introduced in the 1960s–a groovy offset 
waist, a narrow fast-action maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard, two custom 
single-coil pickups, individual volume controls that let players "solo" either 
pickup or blend them, and a master tone control for overall sound shaping. The 
look is pure Fender–a classic Olympic White finish on a basswood body with 
a tortoise shell pickguard, thumb rest and HiMass™ bridge with brass barrel 
saddles. The vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has a rosewood fingerboard with 20 
vintage-style frets and a modern 9.5" radius. Tonal versatility and clarity with a 
quick, punchy up-front sound.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303075505 Classic Vibe Jazz Bass® '60s, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$579.99

Olympic White

Classic Vibe Jazz Bass® '60s

05

Delivering an authentic ’50s-era bass experience in sound, look and feel, the 
all-new Classic Vibe Precision Bass® ’50s boasts a gorgeous new Butterscotch 
Blonde finish on a pine body. Features include a vintage-tint gloss maple neck 
with 20 medium-jumbo frets and modern 9.5” fingerboard radius, custom 
“original” single-coil pickup that delivers warm and earthy old-school Precision 
Bass tone, traditional single-ply black pickguard and HiMass™ bridge with four 
brass barrel saddles.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0303080550 Classic Vibe Precision Bass® '50s, Maple Fingerboard, 
Butterscotch Blonde

$579.99
Butterscotch Blonde

Classic Vibe Precision Bass® '50s

50
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Artist Models

Artists inspire new generations of players. Always have and always will. Squier's Artist Series extends from great signature-
model instruments in North America far afield to distinctive international artist signature models in Europe and Asia, inspiring 
players worldwide.

Dude, seriously, every day is a Green Day when you suit up with the Mike Dirnt 
Precision Bass®. It's a way-cool take on an early '50s Precision Bass, designed 
to the oft-airborne Green Day bassist's own specifications, with a huge, gnarly 
punk-pop sound that effortlessly punches right through the thickest guitar 
attack. This new version sports some subtle aesthetic changes. The special star 
graphic has moved to the neck plate and Mike chose some new pickguards to 
adorn his bass. 

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301071506 Squier Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $499.99
0301071580 Squier Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic 

White
$499.99

Black

Squier® Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®  NEW!

06 80

The Pete Wentz Precision Bass® guitar is a darkly beautiful instrument that'll rock 
your face off. It's all sleek and black and stuff, and it's loaded with cool features 
like Pete's own red bat/heart design on the body, plus a black bat/diamond 
fingerboard inlay at the 12th fret, Wentz's signature on the back of the headstock, 
an eye-catching three-ply red shell pickguard and a thunderous Duncan 
Designed™ PB-105 split single-coil pickup.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301074506 Pete Wentz Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard,  Black $499.99Black

Pete Wentz Precision Bass®

06

The James Johnston Jazz Bass® guitar puts James's own personal touch on a 
Squier® Classic Vibe series instrument.  Based on his Fender® USA Jazz Bass®, 
features include Lake Placid Blue finish on a basswood body, vintage-tint gloss-
maple neck with matching painted headcap, James' signature on the back of 
the headstock as well as the Biffy Clyro band logo on the front, 3-ply mint green 
pickguard, two custom single-coil Jazz Bass pickups, and a HiMass™ bridge with 
brass barrel saddles.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301078502 James Johnston Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid 
Blue

$579.99
Lake Placid Blue

James Johnston Jazz Bass®

02
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Celebrated Bay Area bassist and punk legend Matt Freeman is known for his 
monster chops and aggressive playing with Rancid, Operation Ivy and, more 
recently, Devils Brigade. The all-new Matt Freeman Signature Precision Bass® 
complements his playing style and delivers the true Precision Bass experience, 
with monster tone of its own roaring from its traditional split-single-coil pickup. 
Features include a contoured basswood body finished in Black or Vintage White, 
vintage-tint gloss fast-action maple neck, 20-fret maple fingerboard with modern 
9.5” radius, HiMass™ bridge with four brass barrel saddles and a three-ply black-
white-black pickguard.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301080506 Matt Freeman Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Black $579.99
0301080541 Matt Freeman Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Vintage White $579.99

Vintage White

Matt Freeman Precision Bass®

06 41

Eva Gardner has lent her formidable bass talents to artists including the Mars 
Volta, Lyra, Veruca Salt, Telstar and Pink. Now Squier introduces the Eva Gardner 
Precision Bass®, which features special graphics and other cool features, 
including Gardner’s clipper ship tattoo recreated just above the bridge, special 
12th-fret inlay graphics and a thumb rest.

Other features include a basswood body with a gloss Black finish, maple 
neck with “C”-shaped profile and matching headstock, 9.5”-radius rosewood 
fingerboard with 20 medium jumbo frets and white pearloid dot inlays, split-
single-coil pickup, tortoiseshell pickguard, domed control knobs (master volume, 
master tone) and HiMass™ bridge with four brass “barrel” saddles.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301077506 Eva Gardner Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $499.99

Black

Eva Gardner Precision Bass®  NEW!

06

Alt-metal juggernaut Mastodon has always been anchored by the dexterous 
fast-and-heavy bass work of Troy Sanders. Now, Squier and Sanders bring you 
the distinctive look and leviathan sound of the Troy Sanders Jaguar® Bass. 
With its elemental Silverburst finish, versatile pickup combination and seismic 
active bass boost circuit, it’s a ferocious Jaguar Bass model loaded with monster 
sound, style and value.

Features include a basswood body, maple neck with “modern C” shape, 
9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 20 medium jumbo frets and pearloid 
block inlays, black headstock with Mastodon Remission logo on the front and 
Sanders’ signature on the back, vintage-style Precision Bass middle pickup and 
standard single-coil Jazz Bass bridge pickup, four black plastic control knobs 
(volume for each pickup, master tone and active bass boost circuit), three-ply 
black pickguard, four saddle bridge and open-gear tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301086591 Troy Sanders Jaguar® Bass, Rosewood Fingerboard, Silverburst $499.99

Silverburst

Troy Sanders Jaguar® Bass  NEW!

91

Squier® introduces what is surely one of its most distinctive signature bass guitar 
models ever in the striking short-scale form of the Mikey Way Mustang® Bass. 
Designed with the input of the nimble My Chemical Romance bassist, it takes 
the classic Mustang Bass and amps it through the roof with a dazzling large-
flake Silver Sparkle finish with black racing stripes, a single seismic humbucking 
pickup with a black cover, and a black headstock with Way’s signature on the 
back.

Other features include a comfortable short scale (30”), basswood body, maple 
neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 19 medium jumbo frets and 
parchment dot inlays, three-ply pickguard (black-white-black), black numbered 
volume and tone controls knobs, strings-through-body bridge with four 
individually adjustable saddles and vintage-style chrome tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301082517 Mikey Way Mustang® Bass, Rosewood Fingerboard, Large Flake 
Silver Sparkle

$499.99

Large Flake Silver Sparkle

Mikey Way Mustang® Bass

17

The Squier Chris Aiken Precision Bass® packs the Strung Out bassist and 
songwriter's hard-hitting look, sound and style into a formidable new take on 
the venerable Fender classic unmistakably adorned with the band's hallmark 
"Astrolux" logo on the front of the headstock and Aiken's signature on the back.  
Aiken joined the Simi Valley, Calif., punk outfit in time to make an indelible mark 
on 2000 EP The Element of Sonic Defiance, immediately staking a distinctive 
claim in Strung Out with his powerful bass work. Other distinctive features 
include a gleaming mirrored acrylic pickguard on a pure white body, 20-fret 
maple neck and fingerboard with stylish white binding and white pearloid block 
inlays, powerful Duncan Designed PB-105 pickup, single knurled chrome control 
knob (volume) and HiMass™ bridge with brass saddles for rock-solid intonation 
and sustain.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301084505 Chris Aiken Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic White $499.99

Olympic White

Chris Aiken Precision Bass®

05
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Vintage Modified Basses

Players have done it for years. Whether installing hotter pickups, different pickguards or just plain personalizing their 
instruments with distinctive paint jobs, modified means adding new twists to familiar designs. The Squier® Vintage Modified 
series excels at just that, imparting hot-output chop-shop sound, feel and value to traditional instrument designs.

Squier® is very proud to introduce its new Telecaster® Bass, which presents an 
exciting new sonic and stylish twist on a long-familiar design.  Its time-honored 
body and headstock shape are well balanced by a comfortable medium scale 
length (32") that will appeal to bassists and guitarists alike. Remarkable tonal 
versatility comes from a single powerful Duncan Designed PB-102 SCPB single-
coil pickup and three-way switching among special tone circuits, which feature 
a modern bass sound (middle switch position, volume and tone controls), softer 
"double bass" sound (neck switch position, volume control only) and authentic 
tic-tac "baritone" sound (bridge switch position, volume control only).  Other 
distinctive features include black "barrel" switch tip, knurled chrome control 
knobs, vintage style bridge with two brass saddles, vintage-style tuners and 
strap buttons, and single-ply pickguard (white on Black model, black on Vintage 
Blonde model).

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0325202506 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Bass, Maple Fingerboard, Black $499.99
0325202507 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Bass, Maple Fingerboard, Vintage 

Blonde
$499.99

Black

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Bass

06 07

Squier® is very proud to introduce its new Telecaster® Bass Special, which 
presents an exciting new sonic and stylish twist on a long-familiar design.  Its 
time-honored body and headstock shape are well balanced by a comfortable 
medium scale length (32") that will appeal to bassists and guitarists alike. 
Remarkable tonal versatility comes from its large chrome-covered Fender-
designed Wide Range humbucking neck pickup, Duncan Designed JB-102B 
single-coil Jazz Bass bridge pickup, and three-way blade switching (both pickups 
together and each pickup individually).  Other distinctive features include black 
"barrel" switch tip, knurled chrome control knobs, vintage style bridge with 
four chrome saddles, vintage-style tuners and strap buttons, and single-ply 
pickguard (white on Black model, black on Vintage Blonde model).

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0325212506 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Bass Special, Maple Fingerboard, 
Black

$499.99

0325212507 Vintage Modified Telecaster® Bass Special, Maple Fingerboard, 
Vintage Blonde

$499.99

Vintage Blonde

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Bass Special

06 07

Squier® gives you the best of both bass worlds—Precision Bass® and Jazz 
Bass® models—with the Vintage Modified Precision Bass PJ. Its sleek Precision 
Bass form features the sonically powerful and tonally versatile combination of 
a punchy Fender-designed split single-coil Precision Bass middle pickup and 
a growling single-coil Jazz Bass bridge pickup with ceramic magnets. Other 
features include a maple neck with “modern C” profile, 9.5”-radius rosewood 
fingerboard with 20 medium jumbo frets, three-ply black pickguard, three 
“dome”-style control knobs (bridge pickup volume, middle pickup volume, 
master tone), vintage-style bridge with four single-groove saddles, and vintage-
style tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306800500 Vintage Modified Precision Bass® PJ, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$499.99

0306800502 Vintage Modified Precision Bass® PJ, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Lake Placid Blue

$499.99

0306800509 Vintage Modified Precision Bass® PJ, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Candy Apple Red

$499.99

Lake Placid Blue

Vintage Modified Precision Bass® PJ
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Squier® proudly presents its first-ever fretless Precision Bass® model, the sleek 
Vintage Modified Precision Bass Fretless. It delivers the knockout punch of a 
Fender-designed split single-coil Precision Bass pickup, combined with the 
deliciously slippery tone and feel of a 9.5”-radius fretless ebonol fingerboard 
(with white inlaid fret lines so you can easily find your way around).  Other 
features include a maple neck with modern "C” profile, tortoiseshell pickguard, 
two “dome”-style control knobs (master volume, master tone), vintage-style 
bridge with four single-groove saddles, and vintage-style tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306808500 Vintage Modified Precision Bass® Fretless, Ebonol Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$499.99

3-Color Sunburst

Vintage Modified Precision Bass® Fretless

00

Squier now delivers pure P Bass power and extended range with the Vintage 
Modified Precision Bass V. It’s our first true five-string Precision model (that other 
one from a while back had Jazz Bass® pickups), with a wealth of vintage-style 
touches combined with modded features including a Fender-designed split 
single-coil Precision Bass pickup and a comfortable modern "C” neck profile.  
Other features include a maple neck, 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 20 
medium jumbo frets, tortoiseshell pickguard (three-ply parchment on Candy 
Apple Red model), two knurled flat-top control knobs (master volume, master 
tone), vintage-style five-string bridge with five single-groove saddles, and 
vintage-style tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0326862500 Vintage Modified Precision Bass® V, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$499.99

0326862505 Vintage Modified Precision Bass® V, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$499.99

0326862509 Vintage Modified Precision Bass® V, Maple Fingerboard, Candy 
Apple Red

$499.99

Olympic White

Vintage Modified Precision Bass® V

00 05 09

The retro inspired Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® from Squier® brings the true 
spirit of rhythm and groove to the table. Features include a one-piece maple 
neck with black binding and block inlays on a maple fingerboard and Fender-
designed Jazz Bass pickups.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306702505 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '70s, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$499.99

0306702509 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '70s, Maple Fingerboard, Candy 
Apple Red

$499.99

0306702521 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '70s, Maple Fingerboard, Natural $499.99

Candy Apple Red

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '70s

05 09 21

Southpaws unite! Our hugely popular Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '70s is now 
available in a Left-Handed model. This handsome natural-finish bass features a 
soft maple body and one-piece maple neck with sharp-looking black binding and 
block inlays on the 20-fret maple fingerboard. That soulful sound emanates from 
a pair of single-coil Fender-designed Jazz Bass pickups; other features include 
chrome hardware and machine heads, a three-ply pickguard and a four-saddle 
chrome bridge.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306722521 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '70s, Left-Handed, Maple 
Fingerboard, Natural

$529.99
Natural

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '70s Left-Handed

21

From the age of Funk and dawn of Punk comes this retro-inspired Vintage 
Modified Jazz Bass®! Features include a gloss finished Agathis body and one-
piece maple neck with attractive white binding and white pearl block inlays 
on the 20-fret maple fingerboard. That soulful sound emanates from a pair of 
single-coil Fender-designed Jazz Bass pickups; other features include chrome 
hardware and machine heads, black plastic Stratocaster® knobs, a three-ply 
Black/White/Black pickguard, and a four-saddle chrome bridge.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0307702500 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '77, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$499.99

0307702506 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '77, Maple Fingerboard, Black $499.99
0307702520 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '77, Maple Fingerboard, Amber $499.99

3-Color Sunburst

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® '77
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The all new Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® features include an offset-waist body 
and ultra-slim fast-action neck. Taking cues from iconic instruments of the past 
while keeping an eye towards the future, the Vintage Modified Series features 
instruments with the value, vibe and performance players have come to know 
and love - with solid, superior construction, “high end” cosmetics and Fender-
designed pickups.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306600500 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$479.99

0306600505 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$479.99

Olympic White

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®

00 05

The all new Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Left-Handed features include an offset-
waist body and ultra-slim fast-action neck. Taking cues from iconic instruments 
of the past while keeping an eye towards the future, the Vintage Modified Series 
features instruments with the value, vibe and performance players have come 
to know and love–with solid, superior construction, “high end” cosmetics and 
Fender-designed pickups.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306620500 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®, Left-Handed, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst

$499.993-Color Sunburst

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Left-Handed

00

The Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Fretless from Squier® fuses an upright's 
vocal-like, expressive qualities with the quick and defined attack of an electric. 
Features include a one-piece maple neck, fretless ebonol fingerboard with white 
celluloid lines, and Fender-designed Jazz Bass pickups.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306608500 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Fretless, Ebonol Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$499.99

3-Color Sunburst

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Fretless  NEW!

00

The Squier® Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® is now available in a five-string model. 
Like its mid-’70s-style four-string brother, the Vintage Modified Jazz Bass V has 
a soft maple body and one-piece maple neck with sharp-looking black binding 
and block inlays on the 20-fret maple fingerboard. Other features include dual 
Fender-designed single-coil Jazz Bass pickups, three-ply pickguard, five-saddle 
bridge and chrome hardware and tuners. Superior sound and feel for the five-
string bassist, with superior Squier® performance and value.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306760505 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® V, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic 
White

$529.99

0306760521 Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® V, Maple Fingerboard, Natural $529.99

Natural

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® V

05 21

Squier® brings you the welcome return of a long-vanished Fender classic in 
the deeply satisfying form of the Vintage Modified Bass VI six-string bass. 
The original model of 1961-1975 has provided distinctively voiced low end for 
everyone from the Beatles to the Black Keys, Cream to the Cure, and many 
others. The Vintage Modified Bass VI delivers authentically vintage-style look 
and tone, with a few modern touches such as a comfortable modern "C” neck 
profile and 9.5” fingerboard radius (the originals were 7.25”), and three custom 
Jaguar single-coil pickups with notched “claw” shielding rings (reverse-wound/
reverse-polarity middle pickup).  Other features include the model’s classic 
30” scale (standard tuning one octave lower than a guitar), maple neck, bound 
rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and pearloid block inlays, 
four two-position slider switches (on/off switch for each pickup and one bass-cut 
“strangle” tone circuit switch), tortoiseshell pickguard (three-ply white-black-
white on Black model), two black plastic control knobs (master volume, master 
tone), and vintage-style six-saddle bridge with non-locking floating vibrato.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0305600500 Vintage Modified Bass VI, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color 
Sunburst

$549.99

0305600505 Vintage Modified Bass VI, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White $549.99
0305600506 Vintage Modified Bass VI, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $549.99

Olympic White

Vintage Modified Bass VI
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The Squier® Vintage Modified Cabronita Precision Bass® comes out swinging 
with pulse-pounding tone, sultry-yet-simple style and a welcome dose of 
feisty Cabronita attitude. Might have something to do with its single powerful 
Fideli’Tron™ humbucking bass pickup.  Other features include a maple neck with 
“modern C” profile, comfortable 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 20 medium 
jumbo frets, single-ply white pickguard, dual knurled flat-top control knobs 
(master volume, master tone), four-saddle HiMass™ bridge, and vintage-style 
tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0306000506 Vintage Modified Cabronita Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, 
Black

$499.99

Black

Vintage Modified Cabronita Precision Bass®

06

The all-new Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special puts classic Fender® looks 
into a distinctively sharp-looking, great-sounding and super-versatile Squier® 
bass model.

Features include a sleek offset-waist body and an ultra-slim fast-action neck, 
with the added one-two punch of a booming split single-coil Precision Bass 
middle pickup paired with a growling Jazz Bass single-coil bridge pickup and 
an active bass-boost circuit that adds additional low-end power. Superior tone, 
smooth playability, great comfort and fantastic value.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0328900500 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$329.99

0328900506 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Black

$329.99

0328900538 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Crimson Red Transparent

$329.99

Crimson Red Transparent

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special

00 06 38

The most versatile Squier® Jaguar® bass model is even more versatile now, with 
the extended range of the Vintage Modified Jaguar Bass V Special five-string 
model. You get all the sharp looks, fantastic tone and great features of its four-
string brother, now with the addition of an earth-shaking low B string. Features 
include a sleek offset-waist body, slim fast-action maple neck with “modern C” 
profile, 9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 20 medium jumbo frets, booming 
Fender-designed split single-coil Precision Bass V middle pickup and growling 
Fender-designed single-coil Jazz Bass V bridge pickup, active bass-boost circuit 
for extra low-end power, three-ply black pickguard and four black plastic control 
knobs (middle pickup volume, bridge pickup volume, master tone, active bass 
boost circuit), vintage-style five-string bridge with five single-groove saddles, 
and vintage-style tuners.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0329000500 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass V Special, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst

$399.99

0329000506 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass V Special, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Black

$399.99

0329000538 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass V Special, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Crimson Red Transparent

$399.99

Black

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass V Special

00 06 38
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The all-new Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB puts classic Fender® 
looks into a distinctively sharp-looking, great-sounding and super-versatile 
Squier® bass model. 

Features include a sleek offset-waist body, ultra-slim fast-action neck, powerful 
high-output humbucking pickup and a three-band active tone circuit that 
delivers a versatile wealth of tonal options just right for any bass sound and style. 
Superior tone, smooth playability, great comfort and fantastic value.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0328700506 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Black

$329.99

0328700509 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red

$329.99

0328700591 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Silver

$329.99

Candy Apple Red

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB

06 09 91

The all-new Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special Short Scale (short scale) 
puts classic Fender looks into a distinctively sharp-looking, great-sounding and 
super-versatile Squier® bass model. Features include a sleek offset-waist body 
and an ultra-slim fast-action 30” scale neck, with the added one-two punch of 
a booming split single-coil Precision Bass middle pickup paired with a growling 
Jazz Bass single-coil bridge pickup. More than just a student model, this bass is 
perfect for players who will appreciate the comfort of a short-scale instrument. 
Superior tone, smooth playability, great comfort and fantastic value.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0328800506 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special Short Scale, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Black

$279.99

0328800509 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special Short Scale, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red

$279.99

0328800591 Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special Short Scale, Rosewood 
Fingerboard, Silver

$279.99

Silver

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special Short Scale

06 09 91

Deluxe Model Basses

The Squier® Deluxe series presents stylishly hot-rodded instrument models of classic Fender lineage-loaded with traditional 
vibe, but also tricked out with modern features, feel and value that place them squarely at the forefront of the Squier line.

Now available in IV (four-string) version! The Deluxe Jazz Bass® Active IV 
is an instrument perfect for bassists who desire a modern active tone at an 
unbeatable value! Features include an active three-band EQ with slap switch and 
a one-piece maple neck with ebonol fingerboard.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0300574500 Deluxe Jazz Bass® IV Active (4 String), Ebonol Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$499.99

0300574506 Deluxe Jazz Bass® IV Active (4 String), Ebonol Fingerboard, Black $499.993-Color Sunburst

Deluxe Jazz Bass® IV Active (4 String)

00 06

The Deluxe Jazz Bass® Active V (five-string) is perfect for either a burgeoning 
five-string player seeking active tones, or as a low-cost backup for any working 
musician. Features include an active three-band EQ with slap switch and a one-
piece maple neck with ebonol fingerboard.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0300575500 Deluxe Jazz Bass® V Active (5 String), Ebonol Fingerboard, 
3-Color Sunburst

$529.99

0300575506 Deluxe Jazz Bass® V Active (5 String), Ebonol Fingerboard, Black $529.99Black

Deluxe Jazz Bass® V Active (5 String)

00 06
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Affinity Series™ Basses

Affinity Series™ guitars and basses are time-honored Fender® models at eminently affordable prices. From Affinity Series 
Stratocaster® and Telecaster® guitars to Precision Bass®, Jazz Bass® and Bronco™ bass guitars, the very best in student-friendly 
Squier® value is right here.

The Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass® V (five-string) is a value-priced version of the 
world famous Fender® Jazz Bass. It has the look and tone that everyone knows 
and loves, at an ultra-economical price point. Features include a one-piece 
maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, die-cast tuners, top-load bridge and 
single-coil Jazz Bass V pickups.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0301575506 Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass® V (5 String), Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Black

$329.99

0301575532 Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass® V (5 String), Rosewood Fingerboard, 
Brown Sunburst

$329.99
Brown Sunburst

Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass® V (Five String)

06 32

Squier® Affinity Series™ basses represent the best value in bass guitar design. 
The Affinity Series Precision Bass® PJ rocks classic tone and comfortable feel, 
and new for 2013 are a two-color headstock logo, three-ply black/white/black 
pickguard, single-coil Jazz Bass bridge pickup in addition to the traditional split 
single-coil Precision Bass pickup, separate volume controls for each pickup, and 
eye-catching Olympic White, Black and Metallic Red finishes.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310500505 Affinity Series™ Precision Bass® PJ, Rosewood Fingeboard, 
Olympic White

$279.99

0310500506 Affinity Series™ Precision Bass® PJ, Rosewood Fingeboard, Black $279.99
0310500525 Affinity Series™ Precision Bass® PJ, Rosewood Fingeboard, 

Metallic Red
$279.99

Black

Affinity Series™ Precision Bass® PJ

05 06 25

Squier® Affinity Series™ basses represent the best value in bass guitar design. 
The Affinity Series Jazz Bass® rocks powerful tone and fast feel, and new for 
2013 are a two-color headstock logo, three-ply white/black/white/ pickguard, 
open-gear tuners and eye-catching Lake Placid Blue, Burgundy Mist Metallic 
finishes. Other features include a rosewood fingerboard with 20 medium jumbo 
frets, dual single-coil Jazz Bass pickups and a top-load bridge.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310760502 Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid 
Blue

$279.99

0310760566 Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Burgundy 
Mist

$279.99

0310760506 Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $279.99
0310760532 Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown 

Sunburst
$279.99

Burgundy Mist

Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®

02 66 06 32

The Squier® Bronco™ Bass is great for guitarists who occasionally need a bass, 
younger beginners, smaller players, or for anyone who likes the feel of the short 
scale (30"). It tunes easily and sounds full and rich. Features include a maple 
neck, die-cast tuners and special design single-coil pickup.

PART # DESCRIPTION MSRP

0310902506 Bronco™ Bass, Maple Fingerboard, Black $249.99
0310902558 Bronco™ Bass, Maple Fingerboard, Torino Red $249.99

Torino Red

Bronco™ Bass

06 58
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Shown: Classic Vibe Telecaster® '50s in Butterscotch Blonde on page 83 and Classic Vibe Precision Bass® '50s page 94
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